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Learn How To Converting Traffic Into Leads

Increase Site Traffic and Increase Sales Using Professional Solutions
Quick access to the subheadings of this
1. What is the role of financial statements in helping to manage money?
2. Who are the destroyers of trust? How should they be avoided?
3. What are the tips to increase sales in social media marketing?
4. Will customers come spontaneously to increase site traffic and increase sales?
5. Marketing to increase site traffic and increase the sale
6. .1. 1- social networks
7. 2. 2- blogging and content marketing
8. 3. 3- SEO / keywords
9. Be responsive to increase site traffic and increase sales
10. Arrange face-to-face meetings to increase sales
11. How can you turn website visitors into buyers of your product?
12. An issue called speed in increasing site traffic and increasing sales!
13. Live and direct communication with customers to increase sales
14. Email marketing to increase site traffic and increase sales
15. Customer satisfaction to increase sales
16. Increase sales with free and trial samples of your products and services
17. Product auctions have a great impact on increasing sales
18. it’s time to sell!
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19. 1. 1- pay attention to statistics such as the number of visitors per month as well as the
sales of your website and use them as your information base.
20. 2. 2- set short-term goals to increase site traffic and increase your sales and try to achieve
them
21. .3. 3. Know your target community and find the right options for your business. Go back to
your former customers, do thorough research to see who your most important customers are
22. 4. 4. Use tools like google analytics to collect and analyze your website visitor statistics
and e-commerce software to get sales of your products.
23. 5. 5. Use the capabilities of virtual networks and even direct feedback from your customers
to find out if you are on the right track or not.
24. 6. 6- always monitor your performance carefully and make changes in your work method if
necessary.

How To Get Real Traffic to Your Website with High
Converting Traffic
If you have just launched your business products, you have a website to offer your products
and you are ready to start selling but you do not know how to increase the number of visitors
to your business site. Learn how to turn your website visitors into buyers of your products.
Today, websites are one of the most important ways to offer and sell products, so it can be
said that the website of any business acts as a shop window for that business.
To increase site traffic and find customers to increase sales of your products, you need to find
a way to stand out from the millions of websites available. It may seem scary, but if you learn
the way and the well, it is not so scary!
Here are some effective and painless ways to increase site traffic and how to convert site
visitors to customers of your products.
Will customers come spontaneously to increase site traffic and increase sales?
The idea that as soon as you build an online sales website for your product, customers will
find it a bit far-fetched and far from reality. If you do not have a customer, you will not increase
sales and to have a customer, you must first think of ways to increase site traffic.
Advertising on other sites can help increase your product sales or even encourage people to
visit your site, but this is not the only possible way and there are other options. The following is
a list of options and methods you can use to increase traffic to your site:

How To Increase Conversion Rate in Digital Marketing
1- Social networks
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Consider creating pages on Telegram, Instagram, Twitter, Linked In, or even Snapshot. Social
media can be very useful as a tool to promote and increase your products' sales and make it
possible for potential customers of your products to communicate with you easily.
Social media has helped 92% of sellers promote and sell their products.
2- Blogging and content marketing
Having a blog that publishes content related to your offer's products will help you connect with
your customers and promote your product better. Use relevant catalogs, quotes, and images
in the content you write, which will make the content appealing to visitors.
3- SEO / Keywords
Recently, SEO has become one of the basic tools to increase website traffic and digital
marketing because it is cost-effective and practical. SEO is a tool that helps to generate
content and use keywords and phrases related to your product, and if you follow the principles
of SEO correctly, Internet users who search for those terms and keywords will most likely visit
your website.
The placement of websites on the first page of Google results is not accidental and refers to
the proper use of SEO. By generating content and content focused on related keywords, users
who are looking for content close to your content will find your website.
With the correct and principled use of SEO, your website will rank higher in search engines
and as a result, it will be seen more, and your sales will increase with the increase of site
visits.
Be Responsive to Increase Site Traffic And Increase Sales
Answering reviews and comments, as well as questions from your website visitors, is a simple
and effective task that will lead to more communication and interaction with them.
Your response to your potential customers and visitors will show that you are paying attention
to their concerns and questions. By answering your current customers’ questions and
comments, you will probably use keywords related to your product that we talked about earlier
in terms of the benefits of the right keywords.
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Arrange Face-To-Face Meetings to Increase Sales
There is no substitute for introducing and presenting your product in person, because only
through face-to-face communication can you convey your interest and passion for what you do
to your customers.
You can probably find and attend business events related to your product from time to time. By
participating in various social events, you can introduce your product and at the same time
establish new relationships.
Attending or volunteering at any event or giving a speech or even sponsoring an event helps
you meet new people and better promote your product or business.
How Can You Turn Website Visitors into Buyers Of Your Product?
As your site traffic increases and your product becomes more visible, you can probably expect
more sales, but this is not always the case. So far, we have learned how to increase site traffic
but to increase product sales and actually convert visitors into product buyers we need to use
other methods that you will read below. In short, all you have to do is pay attention to the
visitors, get their attention and turn them into satisfied buyers.
An Issue Called Speed in Increasing Site Traffic And Increasing Sales!
You need more than luck to succeed in the affiliate business. Of course, we do not mean the
speed of your steps!
As your site traffic increases, the number of potential customers for your product will increase,
so the speed with which your web pages open is one of the most important issues to consider.
If the opening speed of the site is not good enough, some of the visitors will stop continuing
and go to other sites, which may eventually lead to the loss of future customers and part of the
revenue you could have had.
A study published on the website in 2017 found that:
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A 100-millisecond delay in launching a website can reduce the likelihood of visitors buying up
to 7%.
Every two seconds delay in opening the web pages will increase the chances of visitors
leaving 103%.
Fifty-three percent of visitors to mobile sales sites will opt out of sites that take more than 3
seconds to load.
Images, videos, animations, and other types of image coding play a crucial role in how fast
your web pages open. A 2015 study of top virtual stores found that nearly 60 percent of store
content was imaged. The scary part is that most sites do not use image optimization features
at all.
It is interesting to know that Google also uses the speed of opening websites as one of the
ranking criteria, which means that the faster a website opens, the higher it will be in SEO
rankings. Slow speed reduces your chances of selling. Optimizing your website’s images,
videos, and other content speeds up page opening and improves site performance.

Live And Direct Communication with Customers To
Increase Sales
If you want to keep costs down while increasing sales, think about the possibility of live chat
with customers. With this feature, you can answer questions that may arise for customers
before they purchase, or their problems during the purchase, you can also use the live chat
feature, you can also provide after-sales service to your customers. This will save customers
time and reduce the possibility of incorrect ordering. With the ability to chat and chat directly,
your sales will increase, and more visitors will become buyers of your product.
Email Marketing to Increase Site Traffic and Increase Sales
Email marketing has many benefits for small businesses, one of the most important of which is
its low cost. The amount of initial investment and start-up cost is not high and the rate of return
on investment or ROI can be calculated.
To start email marketing, you first need to gather a lot of email addresses. Launching a
newsletter that your visitors can subscribe to by sending their email address, or even sending
several free products in exchange for receiving email, can be a way to add emails to your list.
With the right use of promotional emails and newsletters, you can stay in touch with your
current buyers. Since your buyers may also send emails to their friends and acquaintances,
increasing site traffic and increasing your sales is possible.
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If you offer a new product or special sale on your website, you can inform your customers via
email.
Customer Satisfaction to Increase Sales
Asking buyers for your product to write a review may seem a bit daunting, but adding a section
to your website where you post reviews and customer reviews of your product can allow
potential customers to see your products from other people’s perspectives.
If buyers of your products are satisfied with their purchase, they will be happy to write a
consent form about the products they have purchased.
Asking your product customers to write reviews about your products also strengthens your
company’s relationship with them, and increases the likelihood of them buying back from your
website.
By doing this, you will also enjoy the benefits of using keywords and your website SEO will get
a higher ranking.
In fact, this way you can get help from your current buyers and increase your sales.
Increase Sales with Free And Trial Samples Of Your Products And Services
If you want to buy a house for yourself, you will probably visit it one or more times to examine
all aspects. Virtual tours and test samples will increase the interest and enthusiasm of visitors
to buy your products by showing the features and benefits of your products.
You will probably avoid it before buying your new car. Depending on the type of product you
offer, the free and trial samples that you provide to buyers will allow them to try and see
different aspects of the product before buying it.
“Trials are a way to show the value of your products. In other words, you provide test samples,
and then it’s your product that speaks to customers. ”
Brenda — Digital Inc.
By providing free samples, your customers will buy the product with more confidence and after
seeing the product, so the possibility of returning the product is reduced and you can spend
less time for after-sales service.
Auction Of Products Has A Great Impact On Increasing Sales
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You’ve probably seen product auction banners on various sites, and if your sense of urgency
has led you to buy from those auctions, you’ve probably experienced the fear of losing and are
familiar with it.
Many of the world’s leading companies, such as Amazon and Expedia, use this method to
advertise products with a limited number, lower price, or free shipping over a specified period
of time. You can also use banners, online advertisements, or posts on your products to inform
about the auction of your products and by creating a temporary condition, you can turn your
website visitors into buyers of your products.
By setting a time limit or announcing a limit on the number of products, the urgency increases,
which ultimately leads to the fear of missing a good opportunity or auction and increases your
sales.
It’s time to sell!
The solutions listed in this article are just a few of the countless methods you can use to
increase site traffic and increase your sales. Use these strategies as a trial and choose the
best ones for your website. Of course, it may not be possible to use all of these methods, so
use the ones that are best for your business in terms of cost and application.
While it is natural to be eager to get results, you should not forget that achieving tangible
achievements is time-consuming.
Are you ready to increase site traffic and increase sales of your product? Here are some tips
to get you started:
1. Pay attention to statistics such as the number of visitors per month as well as the sales of
your website and use them as your information base.
2. Set short-term goals to increase site traffic and increase your sales and try to achieve them.
3. Know your target community and find the right options for your business. Go back to your
former customers, do thorough research to see who your most important customers are
4. Use tools like Google Analytics to collect and analyze your website traffic statistics and e-
commerce software to get sales statistics for your products.
5. Use the capabilities of virtual networks and even direct feedback from your customers to
find out if you are on the right track or not.
6. Always monitor your performance carefully and make changes in your work method if
necessary.
Share your thoughts about your experiences with the methods about Buy High Converting
Traffic you have used to increase site traffic and increase the sales of your products.
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